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Overview 

- Task
- Automatic detection of morphosyntactic features

- Approach 
- Novel method for generating contrast sets 

- Fine-tune large pretrained LM 

- Data 
- 3 transcript corpora of nonstandard Englishes

- Results
- Intrinsic & extrinsic evaluations
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What is a morphosyntactic feature?

habitual be: I be out at my bus stop every day.

zero copula: He on the five dollar bill.

finna: I’m finna be late.
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Automatic feature detection  

- Task: given textual data, detect specific morphosyntactic features

- Feature detection is useful for linguistic analyses, language ID, etc
- Automatic methods are a valuable alternative to manual annotation
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Automatic feature detection  
- Accurately detecting morphosyntactic features in nonstandard/low-resource 

languages or in informal genres (e.g. transcripts, social media) is 
challenging

- Variable spellings make keyword searches tricky
- Regular expressions can’t be made for all features 
- Don’t have large labeled datasets, so supervised learning -> noisy classifiers
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Automatic feature detection: our framework 

- Generate a small contrast set

- Fine-tune BERT on this contrast set
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Automatic feature detection 

- Generate a small contrast set
- A labeled collection of positive and negative examples that are highly similar, where a 

positive example has the feature/label and a negative example does not
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Automatic feature detection 

- Generate a small contrast set
- A labeled collection of positive and negative examples that are highly similar, where a 

positive example has the feature/label and a negative example does not

I be out at my bus stop every day. I’m out at my bus stop every day.
I’ll be out at my bus stop every day.
I would be out at my bus stop every day.
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Generate contrast sets: CGEdit

- Input: 
- Seed set of positive examples
- Target corpus n-gram counts

- Method: 
- Corpus-guided edits 
- Human-in-the-loop filtering

- Output: 
- Morphosyntactically contrastive training data 9



Example: corpus-guided edits

Feature: zero copula (omission of a copula i.e. is, are) 
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Example: human-in-the-loop filtering

Manual filtering
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Automatic feature detection 

- Generate a small contrast set

- Fine-tune BERT on this contrast set, where each head is a binary classifier 
for a single feature
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Data
Indian English (IndE) corpora:

- ICE-India: International Corpus of English India subcorpus 
- 1990 - 1993

African American English (AAE) corpora:

- CORAAL: Corpus of Regional African American Language 
- 1968 - 2017

- FWP: Slave Narratives from the Federal Writers’ Project 
- 1936 - 1938
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Feature lists

Complete feature lists for both 
IndE and AAE in Appendix A
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Intrinsic evaluation
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Extrinsic evaluation
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Summary 

- Generate morphosyntactically diverse contrast sets via CGEdit method 
using simple corpus-guided edits

- Improves feature detection by up to 16 points in Prec@100 scores 

- Extended prior findings on CORAAL to externally validate utility for linguistic 
research
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Slides and paper available at 
tmasis.github.io/
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